Four Leg Windmill
Instructions
Tower Assembly

Refer to pictures indicated and also see two tower drawings.

Important Note: Do not tighten any bolts until tower is fully assembled!
1.

Begin the tower assembly at the top. Take all four top leg sections (item #1-019) and fasten them to the
black plastic tower top (item #1-118) with 8 lag screws per leg. Tighten lag screws snug, but be careful
not to strip the threads. (See photo A).

7. The next section of the tower will be about the same as the last section except that you will
bolt two parts together to make up the horizontal brace, and the (item #1-047) tensioner
will go on the left side opposite the one in the section above (See photo E), and vertical
legs and details page.
8. For all remaining sections, the same applies. Look at the tower drawing pertaining to the
section you are working on for the correct part numbers for "x braces" and horizontal
braces. Horizontal braces may be two parts bolted together. Remember to alternate (item
#1-047) from right to left. They will always be opposite of the one above. Don't forget to
add anchor stake clamps at the bottom of your tower.

Adding anchor stake clamps: Refer to (photo F). Notice that the angle of the holes in the clamps,
match the angle of the tower leg. The clamps are rights and lefts to correctly fit the tower

Tightening tower bolts: It is best to draw the "x" braces up fairly snug first (on the entire tower) (if
you over tighten "x" braces you can pull the legs out of a straight line), and then tighten all other bolts
on tower legs and horizontal braces at overlaps. Now re-adjust "x" braces (again, they need to be only
snug). After all "x" braces are adjusted tighten the bolts at the center of "x" braces where all for pieces
join. After 4-6 months, re-check bolts to make sure all bolts are still tight.
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Head unit assembly and set up instructions
1. Lay down the hub (item #1-114) in an area large enough for entire blade assembly.
2. Attach blades (item #1-005) by lining up the three bolt holes in the bottom of the blade with
the three diagonal holes on the outside diameter of the hub (item #1-114) See photo G .
The blades will have to turn clockwise; this means the concave side of the blade will face
toward front.
3. Secure blades to center hub with 5/16 x /^/>4 bolts, washers and nuts. Tighten these bolts as
you put them in. (Put washers on top of the blade flange and under nut)
4. Next, fasten the blade spacers (item #1-028) between blades with 5/16 x '^/<-f bolts, washers
and nuts. The washer goes under the nut. Note: Leave these bolts very loose until all blade
spacers are installed - then tighten them. (You may need a "drift" or Phillips screwdriver to
align the holes on the last pair of bolts).
5. Now get the pivot tube, item# 029 or #027 and place the short end through the hole in the
bottom of the can and bolt the flange on the pivot tube to the bottom of the can, using 5/16 x
1" bolts, with thick washers and lock nuts. See Photo K
6. Next, move to the tail assembly. Line up the four pairs of holes in the tail fms (item #1-026).
Bolt together all four pairs of holes using 5/16 x 3/4" bolts with 2 washers each and a nut.
7. Now see photos I and J. The tail fin is in between two 3/8" thick plexiglass spacers. The tail
arms are mounted to the outside of the spacers. Now bolt through all parts using 3- 5/16 x
1 1/2" bolts, 2 washers each, and nuts. Then attach the other end to the tail arm supports on
the back side of the compressor can, using 5/16 x 3/4" bolts, nuts and washers.
(See photo L)
8. Next slide hub (See photo G) (item #1-114) over shaft and tighten the set screws inside of
the hub tightly to the shaft. (Note: If you purchased a windmill with and aeration pumpline up the set screws with the flat spots on the shaft.) Next, place a 5/16 x 1" bolt and small
washer into the end of the shaft- through the small hole in the hub, now install the dome
(item #1-129) to hub (item #1-114) using four sheet metal screws.
9. The head unit is now ready to mount onto the tower top. Slide one 3/8" thick plexiglass
washer with 5 holes, and two white plastic washers onto the pivot tube. The one with §
holes goes on first-. (These washers never need lubrication.) You are now ready to slide the
pivot tube into the top of the tower. See set up instructions.
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Safety Precautions

1. The tower was not designed to climb, use a ladder
2. Never attempt to work on the windmill without first tieing the wheel so it cannot turn
3. Never stand near the windmill during stormy weather

3 Year Limited Warranty

Warranty covers material and workmanship for a period of three years from date of purchase. Warranty does
not cover damage caused by nature, such as fading paint or dulling of galvanized steel or rust. Manufacturer
will repair or replace any part deemed to be defective by Manufacturer. The product must be returned to
Manufacturer freight prepaid and product will be sent back freight collect. Warranty does not cover anything
that has been tampered with or abused.
If you live in an area where freezing weather occurs it is very important that you use our Freeze
Control. A Freeze Control will keep the airline from becoming blocked with ice, and causing damage in the
compressor. When a Freeze Control has not been used damage can be caused to the compressor and
may not be covered under warranty.
Proof of Purchase will be needed for warranty work. If you have questions concerning the warranty, you may
call your dealer. Our goal is to give you a product that will service your needs for many years.
Be sure to follow assembly instructions carefully as this can also affect your warranty. After assembly and set
up are completed you should once again look over everything to make sure all bolts and nuts are place and
tight. Re-check bolts and nuts a few times in the following few months.
Thank you for your purchase!

